Dear Parents and Carers,

Friday 30th September 2016

This half term is flying by!
At the moment, the Leadership Team and Governors are busy undertaking lesson observations of Maths across the
whole Academy. The new approach to Maths learning that we implemented last year is based upon Singaporean
principles and focuses on children using mathematical equipment and a pictorial approach to ensure they fully understand the mathematical concept before moving onto the abstract - number calculations. One of our Governors
expected children to be learning in silence and the Maths lessons to be quite dreary, he was
happily surprised to find that our Maths learning is fun, exciting and lively with lots of
mathematical talk and language. Pupil voice last year revealed that Maths is a favourite
lesson amongst many of our children. The lesson observations are such a celebration of what
has been achieved over the past year.
One of the things we do every September is encourage our children to take ownership of their learning
rooms so that they have a sense of pride and belonging. Every room has a different focus from The
Jungle Book to climbing the ladder of learning and includes a photograph of every child in that
learning room. We thought we would share some of our doors of opportunity...
I have attached a leaflet to this newsletter about the Government PREVENT agenda for your information. All staff at Woodlands have been trained in the PREVENT agenda which aims to PREVENT
radicalisation and people becoming or supporting terrorist causes. Our role is to protect your children
from extremist and violent views.
There are a number of events over the next few weeks, including Harvest next Tuesday. It would
be wonderful if each child could bring an item of food that we could distribute to our local
community. The Book Fair, parent consultations (please note date changes over the page for 4N
and 1P), Reading University in Y2 (an exciting new event that will roll out to all Y2 children),
Halloween disco and did you know that next
Friday 7th October Friday is World Smile Day? We shall be looking
for acts of kindness that
will make a person smile
all day long.
Mrs Newton

A Star Sheriffs for 2016 - 2017

Leading the way in

raising road safety awareness are Woodland’s Sheriffs: Isabel
Clarke, Tommy Pask, Kru Davies and Maisie Stubbs. On
Wednesday this week, they attended a training session at
Forest Arts with A Stars Lead - Mrs Rich. They could
confidently share their learning from the morning and are now
busily planning a whole school assembly to help all our children
keep safe around roads.

The leaf we are focussing on for the next week
from our vision is: High Self Esteem
The controversial question we are considering in
school and to debate at home:
If we don’t believe in ourselves we will never
achieve anything. Do you agree?

Charity Boxing Match One of our parents is
undertaking a charity boxing match in order to raise
money for Cancer Research. Stephen Walton, parent
of three children at Woodlands will be boxing on
12th November. If you would like to sponsor Mr
Walton then his sponsor form is in the school office.
Every Monday we celebrate the achievements of our
children through the reward of certificates in our
‘Celebration of Learning Assembly’. These are the
children that earned: Star Of The Week.

Dates To Share
4.10.16 Harvest Festival
4.10.16 and 5.10.16 Y5 children Holy Trinity Visit
5.10.16 1H Class Assembly 10:20
6.10.16 Y2 Reading University for specified children
11.10.16 Parent Consultation for Y6, 1P and 4N only
12.10.16 Parent Consultation for Y6, 1P and 4N only
12.10.16 3P Class Assembly 10:20
13.10.16 Halloween Disco for Y1 - Y6 4:30 - 5:45
17.10.16 Y6 at Bryntysilio for the week
17.10.16 Explore and Discovery week
17.10.16 to 19.10.16 Book Fair after school
18.10.16 Parent Consultation for rest of the Academy
19.10.16 Parent Consultation for rest of the Academy
24 to 28th October Half Term
31.10.16 EYFS Pumpkin Party 4:30

Class

Name

Reason

RE

Lexie Harrison

For super listening on the carpet followed by a wonderful spotty t-shirt inspired by our book “My
Mum & Dad Make Me Laugh”
For wonderful actions to our songs in the music lab and exploring the instruments. What a musician!

Kian Smith
RJ
1P

Skie Jackson
Chayce Taylor
Theo Hayes

Joshua Shinton
Grace Froggatt
Tyler Melia
Ciara Hitchcock
Megan Woodbine
Joshua Hodson
Annie-Rose Collins
Grace Marsh
Eden S-K
Chloe Miller.

For tidying up our snack shack so brilliantly, and she wasn’t even asked! Well done!
For independently getting himself dressed in PE. What a super star.
For using PAD openers and noun phrases in his character description of the giant. Impressive
independent writing, well done!
For a detailed description of the giant. Ryley used noun phrases and PAD openers independently
For a lovely character description about the giant from Jack and the Beanstalk, using noun phrases
and PAD openers. Well done Ashanté!
For a lovely character description about the giant from Jack and the Beanstalk, using noun phrases
and PAD openers. Well done Olivia!
For excellent reasoning skills in Maths. Emelia could use her knowledge of numbers to explain what
could be the possible solutions to a problem.
For fantastic reasoning when explaining the possible solution to a problem. Kayden used his Maths
knowledge to help him.
For being a superb role model for behaviour, well done Joshua.
For being a fantastic role model for behaviour, well done Grace.
For helping others during Maths by encouraging them to not give up
For not giving up and for trying that little bit harder – excellent attitude!
For developing in confidence and improving in Maths with place value.
For using ambitious vocabulary to describe a character and setting
For great enthusiasm to create images for homophones
For sharing fantastic ideas during English.
For enthusiasm with reading
For persevering and making progress in Maths.

1H

Ryley Day
Ashanté Gott

Hannah Turner
Phoebe Faulkner
Edward Woodfield
Kacey Gott
Lucy Lim
Phoebe Turton

For always working as hard as possible and writing a truly wonderful persuasive letter.
For perseverance and a positive attitude when writing her incredibly persuasive letter!
For his absolutely amazing persuasive letter.
For persevering with her handwriting – it’s really paying off
For always giving up your free time to ensure the learning room is tidy and help any of your peers
who may be struggling. What would I do without you both?

Ryan Morgan

For reading our assembly prayer – You chose to memorise the prayer 5 minutes before the
performance, despite having the book throughout.
For your brilliant effort and superb behaviour during our final assembly rehearsal, and the
performance. In a short amount of time you learnt your lines and even some Italian! I’m so proud of
you all.

Olivia Hickson
2G

Emelia Burke
Kayden Vaughan

2RG
3P
3CP
4N
4R
5A
5T
6E

6P

All of 6P

